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Background

● Yelp dataset:
○ Business data
○ Review data
○ Image data

● Image dataset:
○ Captions
○ Labels ∈ {food, drink, inside, outside, menu, none} 

● Review dataset:
○ User/Date
○ Stars
○ Text
○ Votes
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Motivation

● Add related images to reviews => Enhance user experience

Idea:

● Relate captions and reviews using important terms

Problems:

● Photos with no captions 
● Photos labeled as “none” incorrectly
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Methodology
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Yelp Dataset Preprocessing

● Apache Drill to filter data (JSON to JSON)
● JSON decoding (JSON to Python)
● Image decoding

○ RGB channel extraction

● Split into training and test data
● ⅚ training data, ⅙ test data
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Image classification
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Image Classification Objective

● Label images automatically
○ food
○ drink
○ inside
○ outside
○ menu
○ none

● Obtain image features for input to Captioning algorithm
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Image Dataset Preprocessing

● Images need to be same size
● State of the art: 224 x 224 pixels
● Dataset doesn’t fit
● Solution: Batch processing

○ Create small batches including images and labels
○ Compress batches
○ Extract batch only when it will be used
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Image Classification

● Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
● Experimental platform

○ 7 x Tesla M2090 (2nd generation)
○ 512 CUDA cores
○ 6GB GDDR5
○ Not compatible with CuDNN

● Models implemented
○ VGG-16 and VGG-19 (2014) 
○ GoogleNet (2014)

● VGG-16 from scratch (64 x 64 pixels)
● Pre-trained weights using Imagenet
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Image Classification Experimental Results
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Model Image size Learning 
rate

Epochs Testing 
Accuracy

Simple model 64 x 64 0.0001 160 94.12%

VGG-16 64 x 64 0.0001 160 94.78%

VGG-16 224 x 224 0.001 1 (2.8 hours/1600 imgs) 83.79%

VGG-19 224 x 224 0.001 1 (3.5 hours/1600 imgs) 78.93%

GoogleNet 224 x 224 0.001 2 (0.8 hours/1600 imgs) 88.21%



Analysis of Image Classification

● Tesla GPU extremely slow
● Not compatible with CuDNN (CUDA Deep Neural Network library)
● Not all images belong to the classes available
● Using a newer GPU with large memory would probably provide better results
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Image captioning
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Using CNN for Image Classification

● CNN (Convolutional Neural 
Network)

○ Type of Machine Learning

○ Input -> Hidden Layers -> 

Output

○ If trained long enough 

accurate about 80%
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Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)  & Long Short Term Memory 
(LSTM)

● RNN
○ Good at processing recent input
○ “The Clouds are in the ____”
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CNN RNN

Input              Hidden Layers           Output

○ Bad at connecting information as gap grows
○ I grew up in France…... I speak fluent ____”



RNN & LSTM (continued)

● LSTM use arrows as magnitude 
○ 0...1

○ These arrows are learned to make the algorithm 

more accurate 
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Image Captioning with Long Short Term Memory NN

● With Yelp Dataset
○ Images learned - content of images is generated
○ Image content then used in LSTM to create captions for images
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Alternatives to LSTM

● Rule-based systems
● Object detection

○ Template-based
○ Language models

● Co-embedding of images and text in the same vector space
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Image Captioning

● Requirements:
○ Image features from 224 by 224 input
○ Tokenized captions

● Train LSTM network using:
○ GoogleNet model 
○ Yelp dataset captions

● Compute 5 different captions for each image
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Image Captioning Results

● BLEU-n (bilingual evaluation understudy) score
○ Evaluates the quality of text which has been machine-translated

● Geometric mean of n-gram precisions
● Used NLTK corpus_bleu to obtain the score
● BLEU-4 score (Yelp): 7.37%
● State of the art with MS Coco dataset: 27.7%

Rebecca will show you a demo of the results!
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Issues with Image Captioning

● Only one caption available per training image
● Captions have usually bad quality
● Too many adjectives
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Classifying Reviews and Captions

Background

● Topic modeling
○ Latent Semantic Analysis
○ Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Gives a probability for the document belonging to each topic using Dirichlet prior 
distribution.

● Each document has a probability distribution by topic
● Each topic has a probability distribution for each word

We can control how many topics and word per topic to include in the model.
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Experimenting with LDA

Topics in LDA:

topic #0 (0.250): 0.015*good + 0.012*food + 0.011*place + 0.010*great + 0.009
*service + 0.007*nice + 0.007*pizza + 0.006*like + 0.006*bar + 0.005*time

topic #1 (0.250): 0.014*food + 0.011*good + 0.010*place + 0.009*like + 0.006*great 
+ 0.006*time + 0.006*ve + 0.005*best + 0.005*restaurant + 0.005*pizza
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Implementing LDA - Creating LDA model

● Tokenizing target document (either review or caption)
○ Removing stopwords, common adjectives and verbs that seldom appear in captions(e.g. 

service), or appear too much (e.g. awesome)
○ Allowing words that appear in the restaurant specific captions minus stopwords

● Creating dictionary from tokens
● Creating corpus only using indexes to dictionary
● Applying gensim.models.LdaModel to the corpus

○ Assigning number of topics and number of passes after some experiments
○ For our corpus, 20 topics and 15 passes 
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Examples Final Topics (total of 20)

GOOD topic #2 (0.050): 0.064*bar + 0.043*beer + 0.033*happy + 0.030*hour + 
0.021*night + 0.021*taco + 0.021*drinks + 0.017*drink + 0.016*place + 0.014*wings

GOOD topic #3 (0.050): 0.033*cream + 0.029*ice + 0.025*tea + 0.023*chocolate + 
0.022*coffee + 0.014*dessert + 0.014*sweet + 0.012*cake + 0.011*hot + 0.009*free

GOOD topic #18 (0.050): 0.054*tacos + 0.048*mexican + 0.045*salsa + 0.043*chips 
+ 0.034*burrito + 0.024*beans + 0.020*fish + 0.016*carne + 0.015*asada + 0.014
*guacamole
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Examples Final Topics (total of 20)

OK topic #0 (0.050): 0.096*vegas + 0.072*breakfast + 0.032*eggs + 0.027*las + 
0.023*bacon + 0.023*pancakes + 0.022*hash + 0.021*waffles + 0.020*brunch + 
0.017*toast

ODD topic #1 (0.050): 0.050*dog + 0.027*dogs + 0.014*pour + 0.010*craft + 0.008
*chicago + 0.008*jalapenos + 0.008*hot + 0.007*torta + 0.007*plus + 0.007*tots
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Implementing LDA - Using our custom LDA model

● Tokenizing target document (either review or caption)
○ Removing stopwords, common adjectives and verbs that seldom appear in captions(e.g. 

service), or appear too much in reviews (e.g. good, time, like, love)
○ Allowing words that appear in the restaurant specific captions

● Finding index of each token in model dictionary
● Creating bag-of-words(bow) using indexes
● Map bow to model which will give the topic probability distribution per word

○ We were only used the most probable topic
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Result - Recommendation Example

Review:

On our last night in Vegas I took my wife here for a late dinner. This location had 
been recommended by a local for the romantic atmosphere. We sat on the patio 
which sits facing the Bellagio. We didn't eat until almost 8PM, the fountains where 
putting on their show every 15 minutes giving it a little extra to the atmosphere...

If you go, and the weather is right, I would recommend sitting on the Patio. The 
combination of the fountains, the décor and being able to watch people walking up 
and down the strip made for a fun evening.

Overall the entire experience was amazing. I would definitely go back if I ever go to 
Vegas again 28



Result - Recommendation Example

Review % of Topic similarity: 85%

Topic Words: ['patio', 'bellagio', 'fountains', 'patio', 'fountains']

Recommended Photos(id):

[170, 170, 170, 3053, 3053, 9473, 9473, 10173, 10173, 10967, 10967, 11353, 11353, 
11353, 12036, 13205, 13232, 13232, 13624, 13624, 18008, 18749, 18749, 18749, 
18804, 20692, 20692, 22401, 22401, 22401, 25902, 25902, 28882, 28882, 28882, 
30644, 32052, 32052, 32052, 32940, 48495, 48495, 53113, 55810, 55810]
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Result -Recommendation Example

Review:

What a delightful surprise we got at Mon Ami Gabi!!! 

I had some of the most scrumptious French toast I have ever had the pleasure of 
eating! Brent had an omelette that was, well, there's no other word but perfect! 
They also bring out tasty bread and homemade jams while you wait. 

The coffee is amazing. The ambiance, the wait staff, everything about this place 
was thoroughly enjoyable. 

I'm only sorry we didn't have a chance to return to this fabulous spot during our trip 
to have dinner. We will be back the very first chance we get!
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Result - Recommendation Example

Review % of Topic similarity: 69.99%

Topic Words: ['french', 'bread’]

Recommended Photos(id):

[1566, 5245, 5245, 8017, 14968, 16086, 24410, 24410, 27902, 29787, 30214, 39011, 
40364, 41139, 44957, 47209, 52064, 52138, 53841, 54683, 60205]
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Result -Recommendation Example

Review:

I have two favorite steakhouses in Las Vegas. This is one and the other is a green 
building that I wont mention next to MGM Grand.Mon Ami Gabi really shines in the 
steaks that are served with something. I can't recall exactly what it was but I believe 
it was the blue cheese. The wine list here is pretty good and most of the reds 
compliment the steaks very well. We had a large party of 10 for a bachelor pad and 
the seated us quickly (without reservations) and the service was spot on. The view 
is nice and romantic for couples. Inside is more where the family action is at. I 
always look to this as one of my defaults if I do know want to search for food. How 
can you go wrong with the potatoe frites and a great fillet and a red wine?
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Result - Recommendation Example

Review % of Topic similarity: 51.65%

Topic Words: ['blue', 'cheese']

Recommended Photos(id):

[14610, 18674, 18674, 32643, 39011, 53587, 60337]
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Issues with Topic Modeling

● Trial and error:
○ Number of topics
○ Number of words per topic

● No matching words: Equal % for all topics is assigned
● Words in languages other than English
● Time to create model
● Online updates
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Website

● Project is meant to provide a better way to interact with Yelp images
● Site includes a demo of our results
● Originally using PHP for our framework
● Changed to Python

○ Django creates more dynamic websites
○ Rest of project implemented in Python
○ Free Python app hosting with Google
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Results demo

● Show how our predicted captions fit with our tested pictures
● It is important to see the visualization of our data since it is working with 

pictures
● Our design gives us a fast way to see the pictures
● Magnifying the picture gives more details on our results
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Contributions per Team Member
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Name Reports Presentation Research Image
Classification

Image
Captioning

Topic
Modeling

Review
Enhancement Website

Laura X X X X X

Omar X X X X

Rebecca X X X X

Roberto X X X X X



Thank you! Questions?
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Contributions per Team Member
Name Contributions

Laura Rodriguez ● Developed scripts for processing reviews and captions
● Implemented text preprocessing algorithms
● Implemented topic searching algorithms

Omar Khalik ● Assisted in the development of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) script
● Worked on the Long Short Term Memory Neural Network

Rebecca Urbina ● Developed webpage using Python to show functionality of project

Roberto Camacho ● Developed scripts for parsing data and images
● Implemented image classification algorithms
● Implemented captioning algorithm
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Latent Semantic Analysis

Technique to process Natural Language

Analyzes the relationships between documents and their terms to gather set of 
concepts. 

These concepts are called topics and each contains terms and their probabilities

● Uses tf-idf to create a term-document matrix
● Creates a rank out of the term-document matrix
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Experimenting with LSA

Topics in LSA:

topic #0(119.509): 0.168*"great" + 0.159*"good" + 0.148*"food" + 0.145*"place" + 0.131
*"service" + 0.114*"time" + 0.113*"like" + 0.111*"pizza" + 0.105*"chicken" + 0.103*"love"

topic #1(47.654): -0.898*"pizza" + -0.154*"crust" + 0.154*"sushi" + -0.123*"wings" + 
-0.069*"delivery" + 0.065*"buffet" + 0.065*"thai" + -0.062*"pepperoni" + -0.062*"
cheese" + -0.061*"pizzas"
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Results - Comparing 2 tokenizer methods
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Mon Ami Gabi Cosine similarity

Method\Data Reviews Captions

Full dictionary Pairs within set 79.3% 44.8%

Random Pairs 68.7% 39.5%

Captions dictionary Pairs within set 80.4% 49.3%

Random Pairs 69.2% 44.5%


